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Methodology
Poll number: pr2015

Interview Dates: August 12 - 18, 2020

Sample Population: 543 registered voters in Oregon.

Sample Selection: Scientific online poll - stratified sample of panel respondents.

Weighting Parameters: The sample was weighted based on the U.S. Census Bureau’s Voting and Registration Supplement to the Current Population
Survey for registered voters in Oregon based on age, gender, race, and educational attainment.

This topline provides weighted percentages, as well as the unweighted N-size for the total sample. Due to the effects of weighting and rounding, figures
may or may not add up to 100%. The standard deviation of the weights was: 0.2076866. The maximum weight was: 1.630384. The minimum weight was:
0.5820868. 95% of the weights were between 0.669508, 1.405056.

Margin of Error: The 95% credibility interval for this survey is +/- 4.3%, which includes the square root of the design effect (DEFT): 1.0213003.

approve…Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling his job as President?
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 24% 125
Somewhat approve 13% 69
Somewhat disapprove 11% 58
Strongly disapprove 49% 269
Not sure 4% 22

rdwt…Generally speaking, would you say that things in this country are headed in the right direction or would you
say that things are headed off on the wrong track?
Response Percent N
Right direction 23% 121
Wrong track 69% 375
Not sure 8% 47

worried…How worried are you about climate change?
Response Percent N
Very worried 43% 236
Somewhat worried 29% 154
Not too worried 15% 82
Not at all worried 13% 71

OR1…How about in Oregon – would you say that things in Oregon are headed in the right direction or would you
say things are headed off on the wrong track?
Response Percent N
Right direction 35% 187
Wrong track 49% 265
Not sure 16% 91



OR2x1…Thinking about the coronavirus pandemic, how worried are you about the following… - You or someone
in your family being diagnosed
Response Percent N
Very worried 32% 180
Somewhat worried 38% 205
Not too worried 19% 101
Not at all worried 11% 57

OR2x2…Thinking about the coronavirus pandemic, how worried are you about the following… - Your local hospital
not having enough resources to properly treat infected patients
Response Percent N
Very worried 23% 132
Somewhat worried 35% 191
Not too worried 28% 146
Not at all worried 14% 74

OR2x3…Thinking about the coronavirus pandemic, how worried are you about the following… - Not being able to
work/losing your job
Response Percent N
Very worried 20% 110
Somewhat worried 24% 136
Not too worried 22% 120
Not at all worried 35% 177

OR2x4…Thinking about the coronavirus pandemic, how worried are you about the following… - Your retirement
account (such as a 401K) or other finances losing a significant amount of money
Response Percent N
Very worried 21% 116
Somewhat worried 31% 172
Not too worried 25% 138
Not at all worried 22% 117



OR2x5…Thinking about the coronavirus pandemic, how worried are you about the following… - The overall value
of the stock market
Response Percent N
Very worried 18% 96
Somewhat worried 40% 222
Not too worried 27% 145
Not at all worried 15% 80

OR3…How much do you think climate change will harm future generations of people?
Response Percent N
A great deal 55% 302
A moderate amount 22% 124
Only a little 12% 59
Not at all 11% 58

OR4x1…Do you think that climate change is having a large effect, some effect, just a little effect, or no real effect
on the following? - Oregon’s economy
Response Percent N
Large effect 18% 100
Some effect 32% 175
Just a little effect 22% 117
No real effect 22% 116
Not sure 6% 35

OR4x2…Do you think that climate change is having a large effect, some effect, just a little effect, or no real effect
on the following? - Oregon’s agriculture
Response Percent N
Large effect 27% 151
Some effect 35% 195
Just a little effect 16% 84
No real effect 16% 84
Not sure 5% 29



OR4x3…Do you think that climate change is having a large effect, some effect, just a little effect, or no real effect
on the following? - Oregonians’ health
Response Percent N
Large effect 18% 99
Some effect 35% 191
Just a little effect 18% 98
No real effect 23% 124
Not sure 6% 31

OR4x4…Do you think that climate change is having a large effect, some effect, just a little effect, or no real effect
on the following? - Extreme weather events in Oregon
Response Percent N
Large effect 29% 161
Some effect 32% 173
Just a little effect 16% 86
No real effect 19% 102
Not sure 4% 21

OR4x5…Do you think that climate change is having a large effect, some effect, just a little effect, or no real effect
on the following? - Your family’s health
Response Percent N
Large effect 12% 67
Some effect 31% 168
Just a little effect 21% 113
No real effect 31% 164
Not sure 5% 31

OR4x6…Do you think that climate change is having a large effect, some effect, just a little effect, or no real effect
on the following? - Your family’s financial situation
Response Percent N
Large effect 9% 52
Some effect 21% 112
Just a little effect 20% 107
No real effect 44% 239
Not sure 6% 33



OR5x1…Do you think each of the following should be doing more, less, or about the same as they are now on the
issue of climate change? - Corporations
Response Percent N
Much more 51% 278
Somewhat more 22% 122
Somewhat less 7% 38
Much less 9% 48
About the same 11% 57

OR5x2…Do you think each of the following should be doing more, less, or about the same as they are now on the
issue of climate change? - Everyday Oregonians
Response Percent N
Much more 27% 145
Somewhat more 36% 199
Somewhat less 7% 37
Much less 10% 53
About the same 20% 109

OR5x3…Do you think each of the following should be doing more, less, or about the same as they are now on the
issue of climate change? - The federal government
Response Percent N
Much more 52% 284
Somewhat more 15% 85
Somewhat less 8% 44
Much less 12% 62
About the same 13% 68

OR5x4…Do you think each of the following should be doing more, less, or about the same as they are now on the
issue of climate change? - Oregon state government
Response Percent N
Much more 31% 171
Somewhat more 32% 179
Somewhat less 9% 49
Much less 13% 66
About the same 15% 78



OR5x5…Do you think each of the following should be doing more, less, or about the same as they are now on the
issue of climate change? - Nonprofit organizations
Response Percent N
Much more 21% 114
Somewhat more 38% 207
Somewhat less 7% 40
Much less 11% 56
About the same 23% 126

OR5x6…Do you think each of the following should be doing more, less, or about the same as they are now on the
issue of climate change? - Your member of Congress
Response Percent N
Much more 35% 190
Somewhat more 28% 152
Somewhat less 8% 43
Much less 13% 65
About the same 17% 93

OR5x7…Do you think each of the following should be doing more, less, or about the same as they are now on the
issue of climate change? - The media
Response Percent N
Much more 35% 192
Somewhat more 25% 137
Somewhat less 9% 47
Much less 18% 93
About the same 14% 74

OR6…Who do you think should be MOST responsible for paying to modernize and upgrade Oregon’s
infrastructure to withstand the impacts of climate change?
Response Percent N
Everyday Oregonians 8% 42
Federal government 19% 104
Local governments 6% 35
Oil and gas companies 17% 96
Real-estate developers 4% 24
State governments 24% 125
Not sure 21% 117



OR7…To what extent do you hold oil and gas companies responsible for climate change and its associated
impacts, including sea level rise, extreme storms, flooding, and more intense and frequent heat waves?
Response Percent N
Very responsible 39% 211
Somewhat responsible 33% 183
Not too responsible 11% 54
Not at all responsible 10% 49
Not sure 8% 46

OR8…To what extent do you hold everyday Oregonians responsible for climate change and its associated
impacts, including sea level rise, extreme storms, flooding, and more intense and frequent heat waves?
Response Percent N
Very responsible 14% 77
Somewhat responsible 45% 247
Not too responsible 22% 119
Not at all responsible 13% 69
Not sure 5% 31

OR9…Do you think oil and gas companies should pay for all, most, some, or none of the costs related to
protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in the United States?
Response Percent N
Oil and gas companies should pay for all of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in the
United States.

14% 79

Oil and gas companies should pay for most of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

30% 164

Oil and gas companies should pay for some of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

39% 205

Oil and gas companies should pay for none of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

7% 33

Not sure 11% 62

OR10…Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: We are all responsible for climate change due to
our daily actions, such as driving, flying, and heating our homes
Response Percent N
Strongly agree 45% 247
Somewhat agree 34% 188
Somewhat disagree 11% 58
Strongly disagree 10% 50



OR11…As you may know, research shows that oil and gas companies’ pollution caused climate change, and the
oil and gas industry lied to the public for decades about the impact of their pollution on the climate instead of
taking steps to stop it. Cities and states are already spending money and developing innovative projects to protect
themselves from the impacts of climate change, such as upgrading flood control systems, fortifying roads, bridges,
and sewer infrastructure, and protecting drinking water.
Some say that because of this, oil and gas companies should pay at least some of the costs related to protecting communities from the impacts of climate
change, including upgrading infrastructure in those communities. Others say that oil and gas companies have done nothing wrong and shouldn’t be held
financially liable for the effects of climate change, nor should they pay for individual community projects to upgrade infrastructure.

What do you think? Do you think oil and gas companies should pay for all, most, some, or none of the costs related to protecting communities from the
impacts of climate change in the United States?

Response Percent N
Oil and gas companies should pay for all of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in the
United States.

15% 85

Oil and gas companies should pay for most of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

34% 190

Oil and gas companies should pay for some of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

35% 185

Oil and gas companies should pay for none of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

7% 35

Not sure 9% 48

OR12…Would you say that oil and gas companies are currently paying their fair share of costs related to the
impacts of climate change in the United States, or not?
Response Percent N
No, they are not currently paying their fair share 78% 427
Yes, they are currently paying their fair share 22% 116

OR13…Do you support or oppose suing oil and gas companies to hold them accountable for their pollution and to
pay for damages related to climate change?
Response Percent N
Strongly support 34% 186
Somewhat support 30% 164
Somewhat oppose 12% 65
Strongly oppose 13% 64
Not sure 11% 64

OR14…As you may know there are various ways elected officials in Oregon can take action to combat climate
change. Below are two of those options. Which of the two options would you prefer your elected officials to focus
on as a way to combat climate change?
Response Percent N
I would prefer my elected officials NOT focus on climate change 15% 77
I would prefer my elected officials pursue BOTH of these actions 36% 196
Regulatory actions like government rules or laws that limit carbon dioxide emissions or making businesses pay for their
pollution

29% 162

Suing corporations in Oregon that are polluting the environment to hold them accountable for their pollution to pay for
damages related to climate change

11% 59

Not sure 9% 49



OR15Ax1…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - As early as the 1960s, oil and gas
executives knew that their products caused climate change. But instead of adjusting course and leading the
change to clean energy, oil and gas executives launched a multi-billion dollar, decades-long disinformation
campaign to lie to the public, lawmakers, and the media about the impacts their products had on the climate, while
they continued to pollute. Now, they’re trying to avoid accountability. Big Oil knew, Big Oil lied, and Big Oil should
pay.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 42% 107
Somewhat convincing 40% 104
Not too convincing 10% 26
Not at all convincing 7% 17

OR15Ax2…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - Cities and states across the country are
facing million - and in some cases, billion - dollar price tags to adapt to rising sea levels, climbing temperatures,
and extreme storms. Taxpayers shouldn’t be left holding the bag. Oil and gas executives knew fossil fuels caused
climate change, and lied about it. They should pay to help clean up the mess.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 39% 99
Somewhat convincing 39% 102
Not too convincing 15% 37
Not at all convincing 7% 16

OR15Ax3…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - You might not think you’re feeling the
impacts of climate change, but your wallet is. Thanks to climate change, you’re already paying more on your utility
bills and insurance premiums, and soon your taxes could go up to help pay for improvements to roads, bridges,
and sewer systems. Oil and gas executives knew their products caused climate change and spent decades lying
to the public. They should pay to help clean up the mess.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 42% 109
Somewhat convincing 36% 92
Not too convincing 17% 41
Not at all convincing 5% 12

OR15Ax4…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - Now more than ever, keeping our
families healthy is at the front of our minds. The Oregon Public Health Association called climate change “the
greatest public health challenge of the 21st century,” due to spiking asthma rates and heat-related
hospitalizations. Oil and gas executives knew their products caused climate change and spent decades lying to
the public, and now our families are paying the price. They need to be held accountable.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 41% 104
Somewhat convincing 32% 86
Not too convincing 17% 42
Not at all convincing 9% 22



OR15Bx1…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - As early as the 1960s, corporate
polluters knew that their products caused climate change. But instead of adjusting course and leading the change
to clean energy, corporate polluters launched a multi-billion dollar, decades-long disinformation campaign to lie to
the public, lawmakers, and the media about the impacts their products had on the climate, while they continued to
pollute. Now, they’re trying to avoid accountability. Big Oil knew, Big Oil lied, and Big Oil should pay.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 44% 131
Somewhat convincing 31% 90
Not too convincing 11% 33
Not at all convincing 13% 35

OR15Bx2…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - Cities and states across the country are
facing million - and in some cases, billion - dollar price tags to adapt to rising sea levels, climbing temperatures,
and extreme storms. Taxpayers shouldn’t be left holding the bag. Corporate polluters knew fossil fuels caused
climate change, and lied about it. They should pay to help clean up the mess.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 40% 117
Somewhat convincing 33% 96
Not too convincing 14% 39
Not at all convincing 13% 37

OR15Bx3…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - You might not think you’re feeling the
impacts of climate change, but your wallet is. Thanks to climate change, you’re already paying more on your utility
bills and insurance premiums, and soon your taxes could go up to help pay for improvements to roads, bridges,
and sewer systems. Corporate polluters knew their products caused climate change and spent decades lying to
the public. They should pay to help clean up the mess.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 43% 128
Somewhat convincing 36% 104
Not too convincing 9% 25
Not at all convincing 12% 32

OR15Bx4…How convincing do you find each of the following statements as reasons to hold oil and gas
companies accountable for climate change and its associated impacts? - Now more than ever, keeping our
families healthy is at the front of our minds. The Oregon Public Health Association called climate change “the
greatest public health challenge of the 21st century,” due to spiking asthma rates and heat-related
hospitalizations. Corporate polluters knew their products caused climate change and spent decades lying to the
public, and now our families are paying the price. They need to be held accountable.
Response Percent N
Very convincing 37% 108
Somewhat convincing 33% 98
Not too convincing 16% 45
Not at all convincing 14% 38



OR16…After learning more about the issue, who do you think should be MOST responsible for paying to
modernize and upgrade Oregon’s infrastructure to withstand the impacts of climate change?
Response Percent N
Everyday Oregonians 6% 30
Federal government 12% 61
Local governments 5% 27
Oil and gas companies 44% 251
Real-estate developers 3% 16
State governments 14% 71
Not sure 16% 87

OR17…After learning more, which of the following statements comes closest to your view?
Response Percent N
Oil and gas companies should pay for all of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in the
United States.

15% 84

Oil and gas companies should pay for most of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

36% 202

Oil and gas companies should pay for some of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

32% 166

Oil and gas companies should pay for none of the costs of protecting communities from the impacts of climate change in
the United States.

9% 48

Not sure 8% 43

OR18…After learning more, do you support or oppose suing oil and gas companies to hold them accountable for
their pollution and to pay for damages related to climate change?
Response Percent N
Strongly support 38% 208
Somewhat support 28% 156
Somewhat oppose 9% 50
Strongly oppose 13% 63
Not sure 12% 66

OR19…And again, which of the two options would you prefer your elected officials to focus on as a way to combat
climate change? Or would you prefer your elected officials NOT focus on climate change at all?
Response Percent N
I would prefer my elected officials NOT focus on climate change 15% 77
I would prefer my elected officials pursue BOTH of these actions 38% 208
Regulatory actions like government rules or laws that limit carbon dioxide emissions or making businesses pay for their
pollution

29% 156

Suing corporations in Oregon that are polluting the environment to hold them accountable for their pollution to pay for
damages related to climate change

12% 62

Not sure 7% 40



OR20…Do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
We should hold all businesses in the state of Oregon accountable for the impacts of their pollution on the environment, not just oil and gas companies.

Response Percent N
Strongly agree 38% 208
Somewhat agree 37% 200
Somewhat disagree 9% 48
Strongly disagree 9% 46
Not sure 8% 41

OR21…After learning more, would you approve or disapprove of the Attorney General of Oregon suing oil
companies to hold them accountable for their pollution and to pay for damages related to climate change?
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 36% 198
Somewhat approve 30% 161
Somewhat disapprove 13% 71
Strongly disapprove 13% 63
Not sure 9% 50

OR22…After learning more, would you approve or disapprove of your local Board of County Commissioners suing
oil companies to hold them accountable for their pollution and to pay for damages related to climate change?
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 32% 180
Somewhat approve 31% 172
Somewhat disapprove 12% 64
Strongly disapprove 14% 73
Not sure 10% 54

OR23…If residents in your community organized to sue oil and gas companies or to craft policies that mandated
polluters pay for some costs associated with climate change, how likely is it that you would get involved?
Response Percent N
Very likely 19% 104
Somewhat likely 34% 186
Somewhat unlikely 21% 118
Very unlikely 26% 135



OR24x1…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Send an email to your local representative
Response Percent N
Not Selected 66% 359
Selected 34% 184

OR24x2…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Write a letter to a newspaper editor
Response Percent N
Not Selected 85% 458
Selected 15% 85

OR24x3…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Post something on social media such as Facebook / Twitter /
Instagram
Response Percent N
Not Selected 68% 366
Selected 32% 177

OR24x4…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Support a political candidate who pledged to sue oil and gas
companies if elected
Response Percent N
Not Selected 62% 331
Selected 38% 212



OR24x5…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Donate money
Response Percent N
Not Selected 84% 456
Selected 16% 87

OR24x6…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Sign a petition
Response Percent N
Not Selected 43% 228
Selected 57% 315

OR24x7…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Volunteer your time
Response Percent N
Not Selected 75% 402
Selected 25% 141

OR24x8…If your community were to organize to hold oil and gas companies accountable, would you be willing to
do any of the following? Please check all that apply.- Talk to your friends and family about the issue
Response Percent N
Not Selected 44% 238
Selected 56% 305



OR25x1…Below is a list of names of people who are active in Oregon politics. For each, please indicate whether
you approve or disapprove of the way they are handling their job. If you don’t know enough about a given person
or are not sure, just say so. - Kate Brown
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 19% 102
Somewhat approve 30% 162
Somewhat disapprove 13% 71
Strongly disapprove 34% 179
Not sure 5% 29

OR25x2…Below is a list of names of people who are active in Oregon politics. For each, please indicate whether
you approve or disapprove of the way they are handling their job. If you don’t know enough about a given person
or are not sure, just say so. - Ellen Rosenblum
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 8% 41
Somewhat approve 15% 81
Somewhat disapprove 9% 45
Strongly disapprove 12% 62
Not sure 57% 314

OR25x3…Below is a list of names of people who are active in Oregon politics. For each, please indicate whether
you approve or disapprove of the way they are handling their job. If you don’t know enough about a given person
or are not sure, just say so. - Jeff Merkley
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 24% 127
Somewhat approve 23% 128
Somewhat disapprove 10% 57
Strongly disapprove 21% 106
Not sure 22% 125

OR25x4…Below is a list of names of people who are active in Oregon politics. For each, please indicate whether
you approve or disapprove of the way they are handling their job. If you don’t know enough about a given person
or are not sure, just say so. - Ron Wyden
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 25% 133
Somewhat approve 24% 134
Somewhat disapprove 12% 66
Strongly disapprove 19% 93
Not sure 20% 117



OR26…Thinking ahead to the November 2020 presidential election, how likely is it that you will vote in this year’s
general election? Would you say you…
Response Percent N
Will definitely vote 80% 433
Will probably vote 8% 43
Have about a 50-50 chance to vote 5% 30
Will probably NOT vote 2% 14
Will definitely NOT vote 1% 5
Not sure 3% 18

OR27x1…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Climate change
Response Percent N
Not Selected 84% 454
Selected 16% 89

OR27x2…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- The Supreme Court
Response Percent N
Not Selected 93% 508
Selected 7% 35

OR27x3…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Health care
Response Percent N
Not Selected 78% 419
Selected 22% 124



OR27x4…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Coronavirus
Response Percent N
Not Selected 75% 411
Selected 25% 132

OR27x5…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Federal taxes and spending
Response Percent N
Not Selected 90% 485
Selected 10% 58

OR27x6…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Education
Response Percent N
Not Selected 92% 496
Selected 8% 47

OR27x7…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Immigration
Response Percent N
Not Selected 90% 491
Selected 10% 52



OR27x8…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Trump’s record as president
Response Percent N
Not Selected 71% 388
Selected 29% 155

OR27x9…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the election
is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most important to
your vote?- Terrorism
Response Percent N
Not Selected 96% 521
Selected 4% 22

OR27x10…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the
election is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most
important to your vote?- Social Security
Response Percent N
Not Selected 87% 475
Selected 13% 68

OR27x11…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the
election is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most
important to your vote?- Opioid epidemic
Response Percent N
Not Selected 98% 528
Selected 2% 15



OR27x12…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the
election is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most
important to your vote?- Gun policy
Response Percent N
Not Selected 94% 508
Selected 6% 35

OR27x13…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the
election is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most
important to your vote?- The economy and jobs
Response Percent N
Not Selected 70% 383
Selected 30% 160

OR27x14…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the
election is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most
important to your vote?- Foreign policy
Response Percent N
Not Selected 97% 527
Selected 3% 16

OR27x15…Below are some issues that may factor into deciding your vote in November 2020. Although the
election is not for a few months, in making your decision about who to vote for, which two issues are the most
important to your vote?- Abortion
Response Percent N
Not Selected 94% 512
Selected 6% 31



OR28…Do you approve of the job the federal government is doing in handling the coronavirus pandemic?
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 11% 58
Somewhat approve 23% 122
Somewhat disapprove 19% 100
Strongly disapprove 43% 238
Not sure 4% 25

OR29…Do you approve of the job the Oregon state government is doing in handling the coronavirus pandemic?
Response Percent N
Strongly approve 17% 91
Somewhat approve 41% 228
Somewhat disapprove 19% 100
Strongly disapprove 20% 108
Not sure 3% 16

OR30…Scientists say we should be treating climate change with the same urgency as coronavirus. What do you
think? Should we be treating climate change with the same urgency as coronavirus?
Response Percent N
Yes 48% 265
No 35% 181
Not sure 17% 97

OR31…Has the coronavirus pandemic made you more likely or less likely to support aggressive government
action to address climate change? Or has it not had an impact either way?
Response Percent N
Much more likely 17% 94
Somewhat more likely 21% 114
Somewhat less likely 8% 42
Much less likely 11% 58
No impact either way 43% 235



Sample Statistics
Var1 Freq
Age18-34 25.3%
Age35-54 31.7%
Age55+ 43%
Gender-Female 51%
Gender-Male 49%
Race-Black 1.3%
Race-Other 7.4%
Race-White 91.4%
Education-Advanced 15.1%
Education-Bachelors 25.4%
Education-LessThanBachelors 59.6%
party-ID: Democrat 37.9%
party-ID: Independent 26.2%
party-ID: Republican 29.7%
party-ID: Something else 6.2%
Hispanic-No 93.7%
Hispanic-Yes 6.3%


